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                             are not open set 

Proof: 

If  S=[a,b] ,then S is not open set ? 

Since, if                                    

 

The intersection of any tow open set is open set 

i.e (( the intersection of any finite family of open set is open )) 

Proof: 

Let                                   

       
 
     is open set  

Let      
 
              but    is open set     then       s.t 

           

Let                       

Then                

           
 
      therefore    

 
    is open set. 

 

Theorem 2.1: the infinite intersection of open sets is not necessary open set. 

Ex: let       
 

 
   

 

 
        open interval. 
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When              
    is not open 
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Theorem 2.2: the union of any family (finite or infinite) – (countable or 

uncountable) of open set is open 

Proof:  

Let                            

T.P:        is open set 

Let                         

Since    is open set             

             then                      

This is true            therefore        is open set 

 

Theorem 2.3: S is open iff S is the Union of balls 

Definition 2.4: let X be anon-empty set and   is a family of subsets of X, if   

satisfy the following  

1-         

2- If               

3- If                  

Then, the order pair       is called topological Space. 

 

Theorem 2.4: every metric space is topological space. 

 Proof:  

Let       be a metric space and    the family of all open subsets of 

X, then 

1-      open sets         

2-                are open sets 

                             

3- If                   open subset of X 

        open set of  

            

       is a topological space  
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Definition 2.5: let   and    be two metric mapping in the set X, then       

are called Equivalent if every open set in        is open in        and Vice 

Versa 

 

Definition 2.6: let       be a metric space and       S is called closed set 

if    is open Set where        (Complement of S)  

 

Example 2.5:  

1-     is closed set. 

Solution: 

Since          open set 

2-     is closed set 

Solution: 

since         is open set 

3-                        are closed set in R 

Solution: 

if                         open set    is closed set 

4- In R ,       is closed set 

Since : 

                   is open, So S is closed set. 

5- Any finite set in R is closed set  

Solution: 

let                   

                                           
So    is open , then S is closed set 

6- If            then S is Closed set 

Solution: 

let     

then                                 
      

    is open      is closed 

if                      
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   is open, then S is closed 

 

7- The Union of finite number of closed sets is closed. 

Solution: 

let                                        

T.P:    
 
    is closed set 

i.e. T.P     
 
      is open set 

Since    is closed,    then   
  is open    

and    
  

    is open  

So     
 
      is open                     

 
         

  
      

therefore    
 
    is closed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


